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INTRODUCTION: 

shift n. slight change In position, dlrec:tion or tendency 

The human body is a physical memory map. The body's surface offers 

observable evidenca of life lived. Stretch marks, wrinkles, and scars mark events that 

have impacted the outer body. Memories etched by emotions, also flnd ways to manifest 

within the body. This thesis project, shift, captures the cartography of an individuars life 

experiences. Using photography and interviews, moments of an individual's history are 

mapped. Emotional undercurrents point to the individual themes that are played out 

within each body. This work asks: Given the opportunity to reflect on ones own body, 

what would be remembared? What emotions are intertwined with these memories? 

What belief systems are currentiy in place because of the way one has rernembared? 

Once thought patterns are brought forward into awareness, could or would a shift occur? 

I. CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW 

A. Turning the Camara In 

This project began during my flrst semester as a graduate student in 

photography, in the fall of 2004. At that time I developed a very painful rash that quickly 

consumed most of my body. The sores began on my legs, rapidly spreading across the 

surface of my skin, into my armpits then down the soft fleshy inside of my arms. I felt 

like I was slowly being eaten alive by red flre ants. Within a weak my throat, chest, and 

armpits developed huge lumps. My body was out of balance and in a hyper state of 

'dis-ease'. LOOking into the mirror I did not recognize the monster that looked back at 

me; just two dark eyes peering through a red swollen mask. What was happening? 

Receiving no external answers, I turned inward. As a photographer, I instinctively picked 

up my camera, turned the lens towards my face and snapped a picture. From that 

moment I had a mission, to create a visual journal of my body. Like a clinician, I 
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recorded my face, for fifteen days documenting the grotesque swelling, growing more 

intense. Until one moming, I awoke and could not open my eyes because they hed 

swollen shut. Without hesitation, I picked up my camera, es methodically as all the 

pravious momings. pointed the lens at my face, and stopped. I stopped because I 

realized I had been attempting to smilel An auto-response to the camera lens. For the 

first time in weeks I started laughing, to the point of tears. In that moment. I felt a shift. 

I was free to look beneath the surface. 

B. Context Within Contemporary Art 

My compulsion to document my body has led me to look at other artists that 

investigate the same topiC. I found three contemporary artists that utilize 

medical/scientific imagery in their work. Gary Schneider, Marilene Oliver, and Richard 

Sawdon-Smith, could be considered a portrait artist, with a spin. Using medical/scientific 

technology. eech artist uniquely investigates the body working from the inside out, and 

outside in. The emotional impact of their work transcends sterile clinical documentation 

of the body. Each is compelled to transform images taken of the body from the typically, 

sterile clinical environment and reconnect us with the human experience. I will briefly 

describe their processes and then summarize how my work is ralated. 

Gary Schneider combines his interasts in both self-portraitura and biology in 

Genetic Self Portrait. In 1996, Schneider was "invited to craate a artistic response to the 

Human Genome Project". (Gewertz 3) In consultation with physicians and geneticists at 

Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center in Naw York, Schneider created diagnostic and 

forensic photographs, radiographs, X rays, micrographs and photograms of specimen 

samples of various parts of his own body. Below, the images and excerpts from the 

Intemational Center for Photography web site offer inSight into Schneider's personal 

discoveries mede through this process. 
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Figure 1 
Gary Schneider 
SPERM, 1997 
Print size · 8 3IS X 6 518" 
Size of original object· head and neck is 5 microns. 
Sp«imen prepfJred by Michael Allen, PhD 
Imaging Process - Nanoscope atmonic force microscope 
P/atinum/Pal/adium print 

"Dr. Allen said that each of my sperm is unique and you see this most 
clearly at the head. I made a portrait of a sperm. A nanoscope makes a 
digital topographical map of the sperm by using a needle to measure 
the surface of the specimen. The lines it draws are so numerous that 
they come together and become invisible." 

Figure 2 
Gary Schneider 
HANDS 1997 
Print size- 36x29~ 

Imaging Process- Photogram 

"At a certain point in my exploration of a genetic diagnostic self-portrait I 
realized that the images seemed too generic to me. It was with the 
addition of my handprints that the portrait moved from a harvesting of 
my biological information to an emotional response to the Human 
Genome Project." 

Artist Marih~ne Oliver utilizes medical scanning technology (MRI , PET, and CT), 

computer imaging editing software, and printmaking techniques to create her work. In 

2001 her sculpture I Know You Inside Out was constructed from the 'Visible Human' 

dataset images taken from an online database of CT and MRI scans made of a 

convicted murderer. According to Oliver she was motivated to create the sculpture 

because she was "fascinated by the virtuality of the 'Visible Human". She wrote, "The 

images of his body were uploaded onto the Internet allowing him to be viewed at 

anytime and any place (but never all at once), he was under constant threat of being 

copied or translated." (Oliver 2) 
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Figure 3 
Marilene Oliver 

Radiant 2005 

Inkjet on Acrylic 
50x70x100em 

Her work also includes sculptures 

constructed of CT scans (Computer 

Tomography) and PET scans (Position 

Electron Tomography). Unlike the non-

invasive scanning of the MRI (Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging), both PET and CT 

scans involve radiation therefore limiting 

them to clinical scans only. Through the process of gaining limited access to "healthy" 

scans, Oliver realized "an illness can become your identity". (Oliver 9) 

Richard Sawdon-Smith's work investigates the photographic representation of 

the "diseased body and the psychological and emotional impact" that of living with a 

disease has on the body . (Sci-Cult) Sawdon-

Smith's self portraits of illness often utilize and 

incorporate overt medical imagery like x-rays. 

By turning the camera on his body he is 

confronting both the audience and himself with 

the reality of living with disease. In his 

curator's statement from, the damaged 

narcissist, he writes, "If narcissism is about 

Figure 4 
Richard Sawdon-Smith 
"Thinking/Kiss ," 2005 
digital inkjet print, 15" x 20" 

vanity , then why would those who are ill want to turn the camera lens on themselves? 

The 'damaged narcissist' is a corruption of this vanity, a desire to express, but also 

control one's concerns about an illness, to decipher this diseased and damaged body 

and make sense of a virus invisible to the naked eye." (Sawdon-Smith 1) 
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These artists' re-contextualize clinical images and return the human experienoe to 

their portraits of the body . Like Sawdon-Smith 's work, my work started by turning the 

camera lens on my diseased body to document its physical changes. My subsequent 

research and questions about my mysterious illness led me to consider the impact 

emotions may have on the body. At what point does one's illness become part of one's 

perception of her/his identity? Marilene Oliver and Gary Schneider's work beautifies the 

unseen parts of the body and expands the definition of portraiture. Unlike Schneider's 

Figure 5 
m.12.1924 (detail_eye) 

photographs of inside the body, I generate atlases with short textual descriptions of 

memories of incidents and photographs of the bodies' exterior to bridge memory and/or 

emotions with the subjects' experiences. 

C. What We Think: Connecting Memory & Emotion 

Molecular imaging is a rapidly growing area of research and diagnostic imaging . 

Medical scienoe can visualize not only disease in the body but also the genes that may 

cause it. Functional MRI can show which areas are active in the brain . (Oliver 11) It is 

now possible to see human DNA. All of these methods of picture making at one time 
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were thought to be impossible. Will imaging of human emotions be next? Will scientific 

research find connections between memory storage and emotion within the body? 

This idea has been cultivated for a long time within the arts. In 2004 three films came 

out that directly addressed the impact emotions may play on remembering : Butterfly 

Effect, The Final Cut, and Etemal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind. Influenced by these 

films and new scientific brain research , my work investigates the possible links between 

memory recollections and emotion within the body. 

Figure 6 
lIIus. by McKenzie 
Illustrations 

Brain Injury Resource Center 
http://www. headiniury.com 

Q.udMo nudcus 

Tha ........ 

Obc>o<v--00* ""''''''' f'IIuoIot) gland 

Amygdal. -......... 

Research conducted by Candace Pert suggests, "Emotional memory is stored 

throughout the body". (Neimark 6) According to Pert, peptides are responsible for the 

most basic communication network within our body. The hippocampus, crucial for 

memory, works as the brain's emotional doorway. (Buhner 65) In this area one can find 

almost every type of peptide receptor: "Since emotions are regulated by neuropeptides, 

and the brain's memory centers are filled with receptors for these peptides, it's likely that 

emotion and memory are intertwined ." (Neimark 5) It has been shown that the peptide 

network reaches into all the glands, organs, tissues, and the spinal cord. Based on 
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Pert's theory, it would mean that "repressed emotions· could be stored in receptors, with 

memories, dispersed throughout the body. (Neimark 6) 

The arts have the ability to arouse emotion. This may be part of their social 

appeal. According to psychiatrist John Birtchnell, people tend to be drawn to artwork that 

resonates with their present emotionel state, life circumstances, or facilitates the release 

of built up emotions. Birtchnell writes, "When a scene from a movie, or a passage from 

a book bring up strong feelings It may be that the artwork has connected with an 

emotional experience in the person's memory store." (243) 

In 2004, three films came out that raised specific questions about memory storage 

and one's ability to re-write and/or erase ones past; Butte,"y Effect, The Final Cut, and 

Etemal Sunshine of the Spot/ess Mind. In Butte,"y Effect, by Eric Bress and J.Mackye 

Gruber, the main character Evan, experiences blackouts after intense emotional upsets. 

Years later he re-discovers a diary he kept during the ages of 7 to 14, detailing events 

that surrounded each blackout. Using the diary he leams he can change his present 

reality by remembering or reliving the blocked painful emotions. Remembering pulls him 

back in time where he changes his actions creating new, though not necessarily better, 

memories. As the title of the film suggests, one small change may have huge 

ramifications in other arees. 

In Omar Naim's film, The Final Cut, each person is implanted with a memory

recording device at birth. Upon death, a 'cutter' is responsible for the final edit of all the 

deceased person's memories, which is then played on a screan for family and friends in 

a situation called a 'rememory'. This film questions the power of our memory and the 

creation of ones identity through others' perceptions of us. 

Finally, in Michel Gondry's film, Eternal Sunshine of the Spot/ess Mind, the main 

character, Joel, attempts to escape heartbreak, by having all the memories of his ex

girlfriend, Clementine, physically erased from his memory. When the subconscious 
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'Joel' later realizes the intrinsic value of all these memories, he tries to avoid erasure by 

hiding the memories of Clementine in various unrelated emotional memory pockets in 

his brain. This film, as the other two, invites the viewer to consider the power of 

memories, altered or relived, and the affect of such recollection. The power of memories 

was revealed through the characters' response to the reworked events and the 

possibility of an altered future . 

My work, shift, aims to question the emotions and expectations, of both the 

subject and the viewer. During the projected animated sequence on each subject, 

pictures and stories fade in and out of view suggesting that what one remembers may 

reveal more about her/his current life situation than the actual event in the past. (Mosak 

262) In shift, the memories of life events swing between compelling, life- threatening 

experiences to those that are very benign. However, all recollections are given equal 

Figure 7 
1.01 .1973 (deta il_chin) 

Fel From Tt'tf'l Rar .. A f1 fl' 
Sncal<,nq An Exlta Turn On T~ 
SWing Sfll 

8 

value or level of 

importance. In the 

animation all 

memories are 

structured in the same 

cadence and visual 

format. After each 

memory is shared, 

through a short textual 

description , the 



associated body part is visually removed from the body map. As the map gradually 

disappears, the viewer is ultimately confronted with a blank screen, a pause I inserted 

for the viewers to have time to reflect on their own personal associations with the piece. 

My Purpose Is Unfoldmg 

Figure 8 

m.l0.1966 (detail_hand) 
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III. THE WORK 

A. Overview 

shift is an exhibition wHh two digHaI projections each portraying a unique 

perspective of the human body projected onto opposing walls. Since the bodies are the 

central and sole subjects of the projections, they exist on the wall as if confronting one 

another. The opposing videos are separated as female or male subjects. The videos 

are approximately twenty minutes in length set to play in a continuous loop. 

B. Place in History 

Each section of a loop begins wHh a title identifying the new subject. The title 

includes: the letter f or m, indicating the sex of the subject, followed by numbers 

corresponding to herlhis month and year of birth. For example, m.12.1924 translates to 

a male, bom December of 1924. This establishes a setting for the unique place in linear 

time for the subject's life experiences. By including the subject's birth date, the body is 

placed wHhin a greater historical context. Each birth date signals the social, political, 

global affairs and societal norms for a specific historicel moment. For example, the 

subject m.12.1924 could have bean a young boy during the Great Depression, a young 

man during WWlI, and a father of a son sent to Vietnam. In contrast, f.04.1951 could 

have bean a young woman fighting for equal rights during the feminist movement, yet 

was excluded from being drafted to Vietnam because she was female. These social 

events are interwoven wHh the personal stories, inevitably becoming part of the subjects' 

life experiences and memories. 

C. Sex/Gender 

I sorted the subjects by male and female. Many of the life experiences included in 

this project (emotional or physicel) relate to sex and gender. For example, the physical 
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experience of childbirth is unique to females . While males may share an emotional 

experience and memory related to childbirth , the physical act remains solely female. 

Through creating the body-map and recording each subject's remembered experiences, 

it became evident that gender roles are very influential in their 

overall life themes. The male subjects generally retold stories 

Figure 9 
m.1 0.1943 (detaiLbody) 

about their physical body and outer 

trauma, about proving strength , 

capability to stand up for oneself, and 

overcoming physical obstacles. In 

contrast , the female subjects 

generally retold stories about inner 

feelings , a desire to be accepted, and 

to build connections with others. 

Viewed simultaneously , this duality 

lends itself to further scrutiny. Comparisons of gendered 

subjects can offer insight into the influence that established 

societal norms, current perceptions of identity, and the cultural 

Figure 10 
1.04.1951 (detail_body) 

values historically placed on the 'healthy' body. This in turn, suggests further questions 

regarding what influence specific gender associations may have on memory, emotions, 

and ultimately bodily 'dis-ease' . 

D. The Interview: Body Parts 

Fragmenting the whole body and reframing it into individual parts created a new 

context in which to view the body. I intentionally chose only to photograph the 

anterior/frontal view of the subjects, representing the angle or visual perspective the 

subject would most likely have of her/himself. Each subject was asked to consider 
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her/his body as a collection of isolated parts. The interview was conducted informally, 

one-to-one. I began with a general question such as, "have you ever had trauma or 

injury to your body?" This question would lead us to look at visible marks on the body, 

followed by a discussion of memories of injuries no longer visible (i.e. broken bones). 

This would then generally lead the subjects to recall incidents (other than injuries) that 

correlated to a specific body part. With each body-part story, the subject was requested 

to follow this format: 

a) state the body part 

b) what happened 

c) age when it occurred 

d) belief system that formed from the event (at that time) and/or what you learned 

Figure t t 
1.08.1930 (detail_hand) 

The last question (d) was where I discovered that 

memory is colored as much by the present as it is a 

retelling of the past. For example, f.08 .1930 began 

fidgeting with her hands as she talked about feeling 

embarrassed by them. Her memory took her back to 

age twelve when schoolmates teased her for having 

large hands. For this seventy-seven year old woman , 

this childhood memory had been a defining moment. 

At twelve, she chose to believe and accept what 

others said about her. During our interview, she 

realized when and where her body image developed, 

and that it lacked validity in the present, therefore she 

was free to let it go. There was a shift. 

The most compelling retelling of memories was often entangled with emotions. It 

was if the person physically relived the experience through remembering . I witnessed 
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one subject, now in her forties , retell a story about a very serious car accident she was in 

at sixteen. During her interview she described her head being gashed as it smashed 

through the car windshield . As she spoke I noticed a bright red line appear across her 

forehead. I traced the line with my finger and asked if this was where she was cut. Her 

face looked shocked as she replied, "Yes, exactly! How did you know?" Her body 

manifested a phantom injury, where previously no visible signs of trauma existed. Many 

more stories like this have surfaced during the process of making this piece. Each 

encounter with a new body-map left me feeling more compelled to show the power our 

thoughts and emotion have within the physical body (Hay 38). 

E. Remembering: Patterns Lead to Body Life-Themes 

During the process of mapping the body, I discovered that a person's personality 

was revealed through her/his choice of memories relating to the body and the spin given 

to the stories. For example, m.1 0.1966 is a body with numerous stories of physical 

accidents and traumas: Is he a victim? A survivor? What motivates him? During the 

Figure 12 
m.l 0.1966 (detaiLeye) 

interview he remembered helplessly 

watching his older brother get beat up by 

bullies. In that moment, at age four, he 

decided he must be physically strong and 

able to defend himself. After four or five 

stories, I noticed that the patterns of 

thinking and the internalized belief systems 

formed a unique life-theme for this person. 

13 
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is quick to be a 'hero', motivated by his fear of being vulnerable. Although the individual 

themes varied in topic, this concept was repeated and evident in each body-map. 

F. The Viewer 

shift, was designed to facilitate quiet contemplation . My intent was to provide a 

platform that might inspire one to think about her/his life experiences. Given the 

opportunity to reflect on one's own body what would be remembered? What emotions 

are intertwined with these memories? What belief systems are currently in place 

because of the way one has remembered? Once thought patterns are brought forward 

into awareness, would a shift occu r? 

Figure 13 

Viewers Inside Exhibition 
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III. CONCLUSION 

My thesis project, shift, exposes the physical cartography of my subjects' 

experiences throughout their lives. Physical scars and other marks on their bodies are 

clear indications of physical impacts or traumas, which are the topography of these 

bodies' surfaces. Through individual interviews, I have gained access to unseen, often 

emotional layers within my subjects. My role in this project has been to hold up a mirror, 

and ask people to reflect: What experiences and memories of injury, both physical 

and/or emotional, do you have? What did it mean to you when it originally happened? 

How do you feel now? Where in your body do you feel that memory/emotion? These 

questions have provided a vehicle for my subjects to bring awareness of their past into 

the present. For some, associating a current physicel pain with a memory/emotion was 

a foreign concept. Once the connection between the body parts and memories was 

realized, an individual's current perceptions of reality could be reconsidered. From this 

new perspective the opportunity to shift is possible. 

I have discovered that everyone has a body part that holds some memory and 

most people are eager to share their stories. Each subject of this work expressed that 

the experience provided unrealized insights and a deeper understanding of themselves. 

This insight allowed them to connect their personal history to the physical body, thus 

allowing a shift to be realized. This process may have been more profound from one 

participant then to another. however, each subject was impacted by herlhis participation. 

All gained an entirely new awareness to their present lives; being largely controlled by 

old belief systems set in place by and/or at the time of the incident. 

Since my show, I have extended this piece into a web-based forum. Even 

though my original intent was to use this space as documentation of my thesis and 

portfolio, I now see it as a stand alone interactive forum for reflection, and discussions 

on the relationship between memory and the body. There I have created a blog called 
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Insights, where people are invited to upload pictures and stories, and/or add comments 

to other entries. This has evolved into a collective of anonymous people sharing their 

memories evoked by their body parts. This is a powerful tool that fosters self-reflection. 

Our ability to see our own reflection gives us the power, if we choose, to make the shift. 
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APPENDIX A: Technical 

Digital imaging, computer software editing programs, and advances in digital 

projectors allowed me to materialize my concept . A Canon point and shoot, 6-mega 

pixel digital camera was used to photograph the bodies. I found it's small size to be 

unobtrusive. It lacks a certain 'authority' that a traditional SLR may have, which seemed 

to put my subjects at ease. I used Adobe Photoshop CS2 to edit the images, Adobe 

Illustrator and Keynote for the framework of the slideshow, and iDVD to convert the 

former into a movie. The movies had a simple structure. A three second dissolve 

transition was used for each slide. This created a visual slow fade build up of each slide 

as follows: 

1) The full body. 
2) Then the isolated part. 
3) The what text box: identifying 

The body part 
Details- what happened 
Age when it occurred 

4) The belief system or lesson text box 
5) Full body: view of remaining parts 

1. 2 . 3. 

•• •• •• 

Figure 16 
m.1 0.1963 (detaiLtransisiton) 

2 1 

4. 5. 

•• • • 



APPENDIX B: Materials 
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Projector: 
Sharp SVGA 1200 Lumens 

DVD Player: 
Sony 

Camera: 
Canon PowerShot SD600 digital elph 
6-mega pixels 

Software: 
Adobe Photoshop CS2 
Adobe Illustrator 
Keynote 
iLife '08 

Paint: Walls and Screen 
Projection Screen 

Behr Brilliant Flat White 
Projection Space 

Behr, 750F-7 Deep Space 

Dark Blue, rather than black, was 
chosen for the projection space because 
it allows optimal viewing of shades of 
grey by the eye 



APPENDIX C: Exhibition 

2. 

3. 4. 

1 . Entrance : Artist Statement 

2. Web site Announcement 

3. Projection Still 

4. Exhibition Space: Center View 

5. Viewers Inside Exhibition Space 

5. 
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Figure 17 
Postcard for Exhibition 

-"t , 
, " 

shift 
MFA Thesis Exhibition by Kimberly Ruchaber 
September 16- 21, 2007 
Opening Reception 
Sunday, September 16, 4:00- 6:00 PM 

Commons Gallery, Art Building, UH Manoa 
Gallery Hours 
Sunday 1200- 4:00 PM 
Monday- Friday 1030- 4:00 PM 

Visit: www.kruchaber.com 
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